About the Project

Valley Metro, in partnership with the town of Gilbert, is identifying and analyzing priority short and long-term transit investments, informing the transit vision of Gilbert’s Transportation Master Plan, which is being updated concurrently. This study will analyze Gilbert’s rapidly developing landscape and reexamine existing transit recommendations to:

• Improve internal circulation
• Enhance commuter service offerings
• Provide new regional service connections
• Serve new residential and employment centers

This study will be used as a tool to identify service enhancements for prioritization in funding both locally and for the anticipated Proposition 400 extension.

PROJECT SCHEDULE

IDENTIFY CURRENT CONDITIONS
DEVELOP AND ANALYZE CONCEPTS
FINALIZE RECOMMENDATIONS

LATE 2020
EARLY/MID 2021
LATE 2021

INFORMATION

Kristi Shepherd
Community Outreach Coordinator
kshepherd@valleymetro.org
602.299.9581 | TTY 602.251.2039
For more information, please visit
valleymetro.org/gilbert-transit

PROJECT STATUS

• The study team is developing a series of initial transit service concepts using the existing conditions analysis and public input.

NEXT STEPS

• The study team will present initial transit service concepts and solicit public input in mid 2021.
• The study team will develop a more detailed operation plan, including potential costs for the transit service concepts.

STUDY AREA MAP

Valley Metro Transit Lines
- 108 - Elliot Rd
- 112 - Country Club/Azona Ave
- 120 - Mesa Dr
- 128 - Stapley
- 136 - Gilbert Rd
- 140 - Ray Rd
- 156 - Chandler Blvd/Williams Field Rd
- 184 - Power Rd
- 531 - Mesa/Gilbert Express
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- Gilbert Study Area
- Parks
- Rivers